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EARLY CHILDHOOD CARE EDUCATION
SCHEMES OF WORK

LETTER WORK NURSERY TWO (AGE 4) FIRST TERM
WKS TOPICS LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

LEARNING ACTMTIES EMBEDDED CORE LEARNING
SKILLS RESOURCES

1, BACK TO

SCHOOL

REVISION OF

LETTER
SOUNDS

WRITING SKILL'

2. READING SKILL:

Letter names a -

Letter sounds lal -

WRITING SKILL:

INTRODUCTION

OF LETTER
NAMESAND

THEIR SOUNDS

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i. share their holiday

experiences;

ii.use songs to read letter

sounds.

trace and write letter

sounds [al -le/, If/- Ijl, 1k/

101, Ip/ - [Il, lul-/z/ and la/

- IzJ.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

ii. read letter sounds la/ -

iii. merge etter names ,

and letter sounds

e.g. letter name a

letter sound la/

i) blend the letter name

and its sound.

be/b/; e-/el.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i, read letter names f -j

ii. read letter sounds If/ -

jii, merge the reading of

letter names and letter

sounds

e.å, letter name (

{letter sound If/

-Teacher models telling

stories about holidays and

events of choice.

Creativity and

Imagination

Critical Thinking and

-Pupils take turns to tell - Imagination

a-/al,b-/b/etc.

READING SKILL:

Letter names f -j

Letter sounds If/ -

i

short stories about their

holidays or any event of

choice.

-Pupils sing letter sounds

songs

-Pupils trace and write

letter sounds appropriatelv

i. Pupils listen and read as

the teacher reads letter

names and letter sounds.

ii. Pupils use songs to read

letter names a- e.

iii: Pupils use songs to read

letter sounds jal - le/.

iv) Pupils, in pairs, sort out

pictures of objects starting

with the same initial letteæ

sound.

-- Pupils write letter name

'a' and letter sound la/

>imultaneously (repeat for

- Pupils trace and write

letter names and sounds a

- Pupils match letter

sounds la/ - (el to its

objects.

i. Pupils listen and read as
the teacher reads letter

names and letter sounds.
ii. Pupils use songs to read
letter names f - j.

(i) Communication

and Collaboration

2) Critical Thinking

and Problem Solving

(i) Communication

and Collaboration

2) Critical Thinking

and Problem Solving

iii, Pupils use songs to read
letter sounds If/ - Ill.

iv) Pupils, in 

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES

Nursery rhymes

rhyme ona card.

WEB
RESOURCES

https•Jlyouu.beÄ

b plblbuRY

RESOURCES

Nursery

rhyme 00 a

WEB
pairs, sort out

pictures of objects starting
with the same initial letter
Sound
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SKILL:

n SKLL.•
FüCTlON

too SKILL:

38%mesp-t

G SKILL:

tiJNDs

LEARNING

OBJECTIVES

i) blend the letter name

and its sound.

g-/gl......j-TJl.

By the end of the lesson,

pupils should be able to:

i. read letter names k -o

ii. read Jeter sounds W -

jol

iii, merge the reading of

letter names and letter

sounds

e.g. letter name k

letter sound 1k/

i) blend the letter name

and its sound.

e.g.k-/k/

k-/kl.„....o -101.
ii) blend the letter name

and its sound from a - la/ -

—0-101.

By the end of the lesson,
pupils should be able to:

i. read letter names p- t
ii. read letter sounds [p/ -

iii. merge the reading of
letter names and letter
sounds

eg. letter name p
letter sound [p/

i) blend the letter name
and its sound.

p -Ip/....„.! - It].

ii) blend the letter nameand its sound from a -la/ -

MID TERM BREAK

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

- Pupils write letter name T
and letter sound If/
simultaneously (repeat for

- Pupils trace and write
letter names and sounds f

- Pupils match letter
sounds If/ - Il/ to its
obiects.

i. Pupils listen and respond
to the teacher as letter
names and letter sounds
are read.

ii. Pupils use songs to read
letter names k- o.
iii. Pupils use songs to read
letter sounds 1k/ - /o/.

iv) Pupils, in pairs, sort out
pictures of objects starting
with the same initial letter

sound.

- Pupils write letter name 'k'
and letter sound [k/

simultaneously (repeat for

Pupils trace and write
letter names and sounds k

Pupils match letter sound

1k/ - 10/ to its object.

i. Pupils listen and respond
to the teacher as letter

names and letter sounds
are read.

ii. Pupils use songs to read
letter names p - t.

iii. Pupils use songs to read

letter sounds [p/ - /t/.

iv) Pupils, in pairs, sort out

pictures of objects starting

with the same initial letter

sound.

- Pupils write letter name

'p' and letter sound /p/

simultaneously (repeat for

- Pupils trace and write

letter names and sounds p

-tand a -t,
- Pupils match letter sound

/ to its 0b ect.

EMBEDDED 
SKILLS

(i) Communication
and Collaboration
2) Critical Thinking
and Problem Solving

(i) Communication

and Collaboration

2) Critical Thinking

and Problem Solving

MID TERM BREAK MID TERM BREAK 

LEARNING

RESOURCES

WEB

RESOURCES

https://youtu.be/p

dM50UUermE

p,

AUDIO VISUAL

RESOURCES i.

OCharts

2)a set of

flashcards with

the single lower-

case letters 
'

3)a shared

reading text

containing the

initial lower-case

letters

WEB
RESOURCES

tt ou

MID TERM
BREAK

SCHEMES OF WORK FOR EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
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